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We wish all our members, staff and friends a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
From the Chairman
From the CFI
Christmas and New Year opening
From the Treasurer
From the Tug Team
Winter Lecture Series 2016
Aerobatics courses and Easter Egg Cup
Red Kite Regionals 2016 entry list open
Winter Season Ticket version 2
Situations vacant
Ladder corner
Cartoon!!

We start this edition with inspirational words from
the Chairman and CFI, and then encouraging
news - and an offer – from the Treasurer. There is
also the timetable for the series of briefings
starting in January, providing an opportunity for
members to learn from more experienced pilots
and to share views. The Aerobatics courses
continue on the first Saturday of the month
(except January when it is the second one). There
is a new Season Ticket with no motor glider time,
an opportunity for a member to inject more fun,
and a round-up of the Ladder for 2015…..and last
but not least, a cartoon.
Jane

From the Chairman
Last weekend the Regionals Organising Group met for the first
time to plan the 2016 Booker Regionals. It was great to see the
enthusiasm in the group and the excitement generated by the
prospect of a week of fun flying from 2nd to 10th July. Part of that is
the competition to put on an even better Regionals and to show
off the club in the best possible light. It just goes to show there are
many dimensions to competing!
I’m convinced that if the club is driven by a sense of friendly
competitiveness we will do well, we will gain new members and
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most importantly we will get the greatest possible satisfaction from our gliding and from our
membership of the club.
At whatever level you fly, from ab initio and early solo to nationals pilot, the more we put into
our gliding the more we get out of it. The driver for putting more into our gliding is the
satisfaction of getting better at it. We might demonstrate that progress by doing better in
cross country racing. But competition runs through gliding like a stick of rock and few sports
make quite such demands on us to compete with ourselves – improving our soaring skills,
building confidence for XC flying, shaving time off our cross country speeds, landing exactly
where we want to, challenging ourselves to fly at unfamiliar sites and in different conditions.
The key to making that progress is to set some goals. Be adventurous, aim high and then
set yourself realistic step-by-step goals that will take you to that big achievement. How do
you set challenging goals and stick to them? It begins with writing them down and moves on
to making sure you are equipped to make their achievement possible.
Just as we get more out of our flying if we put more into it – so we’ll get more out of our club
if we put more into it. We are planning a big push to improve the fabric of the club from trailer
park to clubhouse - inside and out - the launchpoint bus and hangar. As these projects
emerge please volunteer to lend a hand if you can. Look out for details in the clubhouse and
in the newsletter.
As to the longer term, our lease negotiating team continue to press our case for our
‘northside’ relocation, but right now there is nothing more to add to my comments in the last
newsletter.
With the approaching holiday period there are some great winter flying and training
opportunities coming up between Boxing Day and the New Year. A perfect opportunity to
catch up on your currency!
Meanwhile have a very Happy Christmas and an outstanding soaring
season in 2016.
See you up there
William

From the CFI
It think it's fair to say that November hasn't been our best month
for launches to date. At one point it looked as if we weren't going
to do any flying at all; thankfully there were one or two half
reasonable days that at least allowed us to get into double figures.
When the weather has been good enough the motor glider has
been kept busy with those working towards their National Private
Pilot Licence. If you are interested in getting an NPPL or gaining
self launching privileges on your SPL or LAPL drop a note to Steve
Williams.
Our much loved K21, ECZ (soon to be 316) will be returning from
its eastern European adventure in the next two weeks. We could
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have never imagined just how much work was required to get ECZ airworthy again but rest
assured, when it does return, it will be immaculate. The glider will reside in the workshop for
a few weeks whilst it is being fitted with new instrument panels and therefore expect to see it
back in service towards the end of January.
Last month I reported on our 2016 expedition calendar. I'm pleased to say that we already
have 41 members attending our 4 expeditions. Places are filling fast (in particular Klippeneck
which is 50% full) so if you are thinking of coming along, please get your name on a list as
soon as possible.
For those not
completely sold on
our Aboyne trips
have a read of this
month’s Sailplane
and Gliding plus the
February/March
2015 issue.
Although potentially
cold, our February
visit promises to be
spectacular.
Deeside Gliding
Club has put on this
special, one-off
expedition just for Booker with all the usual facilities (two tug pilots, staffed kitchen and bar)
and I sincerely hope that you will join us.
I should of course point out that the club expeditions are open to anyone, regardless of
experience. They are all designed to give excellent experiences to pilots of all levels and
abilities so whether you are pre-solo or a seasoned pro, please do join us.
Spaces at the Booker Regionals are filling fast and we already have a number of visitors
signed up. The entry form can be found on the website and places are limited to 30 gliders.
For those who wish to fly in a two seat glider, we will have several two seaters conducting
training during the competition (two Duo Discuses and two K21s). If you are interested in
experiencing your first cross country or would like some extra training please contact me
directly at cfi@bookergliding.co.uk.
In addition to last month’s diary update we also have four extra events planned during the
season.
The first is an extended Easter Egg Aerobatics Cup. The 2016
competition will take place on 9th - 10th April and we expect there to
be plenty of entrants, including several British Team members.
Furthermore we hope to have a Swift and Fox flying here with the
potential of rides being given in the Fox. Like the expeditions, the
Easter Egg Cup is open to anyone, regardless of whether you're solo
or not.
The second event is a Vintage Gliding Weekend. Plans are still very much in the pipeline but
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we are hoping to run the weekend in mid-September. As soon as we have further details
they will be published in the newsletter and on the club notice boards.
The third and fourth events are our popular Bronze Courses. These will be run
7th - 12th March and 5th - 9th September. A list will soon be available in the
clubhouse for you to sign up on, alternatively, contact me directly on the above
email address.
I would like to end by reminding you of Graham Saw's aerobatic courses which run over the
winter months. There are still spaces available on this courses and the remaining dates are
as follows: 9th January, 6th February and 5th March.
I would also like to remind you of the series of excellent winter lectures which commence in
early January. Lecture dates and subject are displayed in the newsletter, online and in the
clubhouse. Please come along to support these lectures, they are all given on a voluntary
basis and delivered by our expert members and instructors whose knowledge is invaluable.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to wish you all a Very Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.
Richard

Christmas and New Year opening
Over the holiday period club will be open for flying as follows:
Monday 21st - Wednesday 23rd December – OPEN
Thursday 24th – Saturday 26th December – CLOSED
Sunday 27th – Thursday 31st December – OPEN
Friday 1st January – CLOSED
On days when the club is closed, self-certifying pilots may fly, but only with the prior
permission of the CFI.

From the Treasurer
Before I get on to the unpopular message about price rises, I thought
I would tell you a little good news about our finances. In the year to
30th September 15 we made a loss of ~£9,000. This is a big
improvement on the previous year (£29,000 loss) and I am now
feeling pretty confident that we will be in the black in the current
financial year unless we have a monsoon season.
It is important that we do return to profit as we have to make a profit
to be able to invest in refurbishing gliders as they become worn out or damaged. In the last
year we have managed by issuing Bonds to generous members for the refurbishment of
ECZ and motorglider WT.
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There are three reasons why the results have improved by so much: 1 - the launch rate is
up, 2 - cost reductions and 3 - we have been lucky that fuel prices have come down.
Thank you to Richard and the whole instructor team whose enthusiasm and hard work has
helped to drive up the launch rate and to the committee whose cost saving actions to put us
on a sound financial footing have borne fruit.
We continue to have a strong asset base which will be enhanced when the almost new K21
ECZ returns imminently to re-join the fleet.
Now for the unpopular bit. Thankfully inflation remains low and so the committee has agreed
to hold increases to be in line with inflation that the club experiences (approximately 3%).
As usual you can save money by paying your subscription at the current full
rate in December and I would encourage members to do this to help the club
avoid expensive overdraft costs during the winter period.
The fees for this year are as follows:
Full Flying Member
Regular rate payable by 31st March
Early payment discount by 31st December
Paid late after 31st March
Nine monthly DD payments from 31st March

£726
£705
£840
£84.50 per month

Other Flying Members
Country
Cadet
Student
Junior under 26

£402
£90
£124
£124

In addition to the above all flying members must pay the BGA fee.
Other
Associate
Temporary

£80
£13 per day
£64 per week

Facilities Fees
Glider in trailer park
SLMG
Second (empty) trailer
Glider in trailer park from 1st August
Glider from 1st January to 31st March
Visiting gliders
Hangar space
Trailer in hangar during winter (min. 4 months)
All annual facility fees are payable by 31st December.
John Otty
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£361
£1,160
£191
£206
£15 per week
£9 per day
£3,000
£82.50 per month
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From the Tug Team – December 2015
We had a good summer with the
tugging operation this past season
with high levels of serviceability from
our three tugs and were very
fortunate to have had two
exceptional seasonal tug pilots in
Lucas and Tom. As well as always
being ready and able to launch you,
they did a grand job of keeping the
tugs clean and ready for action
whenever they were needed. I am
sure you will all join me in wishing
the very best in their future careers
in aviation.
As we move into the winter, the towing will as usual be done by a dedicated team of club
members to whom we are grateful – they commit large amounts of time for possibly just one
or two tows over the day (sometimes none!) and have to contend with some of the poorer
weather and mucky conditions (with the associated cleaning at the end of the day) but
always deliver with a smile. Many thanks to you all for this.
Looking forward to 2016, we have already started our search for our next team of seasonal
tuggies (if you fancy a summer towing for the club please let us know) and a project led by
Graham Saw is underway to rebuild the Super Cub and get it towing again. Watch this space
for updates on its progress.
Abigail, Barney, Clodagh, Desmond......
The Met Office would have us believe that the Jet Stream has positioned
itself such that we have already had a series of winter storms hit the UK with
more on the way. The impact of these winter gales and heavy rain is very
apparent whilst in progress but their legacy is the waterlogged ground
afterwards so what follows is the usual mantra with some pointers on how we can operate to
get the best from our tugging and keep things safe around the launch point. Let’s hope we
don’t get too far through the alphabet of storms!
Soft/wet airfield reminders
The following is a bit of a list and in no particular order but please stick with it – after all it’s
not a lot to ask when you have the privilege of being one of Booker’s tug pilots. If you are
unclear on any of the points then please ask either Bob Davey or Doug Hilton and we will try
to clarify for you. Also, over the coming months you may find one of us jumping in with you –
this is to ensure consistency of operation and to make sure we are getting the best out of our
tugs (and to cover any points you may want to go over).
The airfield is particularly slippery at this time of year and it takes very little rain to make the
surface very soft - it is extremely easy to skid in the tugs when taxiing and strong winds can
cause the tugs to drift sideways (the Robin is particularly prone to this). Ensure you always
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taxi at a rate appropriate to the conditions and people/equipment around you. Avoid tight
turns which can churn the airfield up as well as putting unnecessary loads on the aircraft
undercarriages. Try to work out where the particularly soft and boggy parts of the airfield are
and avoid – some may be soft enough to prevent you from launching safely or ruin your
landing run!
Keep the tugs clean. They are nicer to fly and more importantly use less fuel when they are
clean. This includes the propeller and especially the canopies. This is particularly relevant
with the colder weather and low sun making visibility into sun difficult. Try to ensure the tugs
get put away with full fuel tanks in case they don’t get flown for a period to prevent
condensation building up.
The field is very rough in places at present – be particularly vigilant on DI’s to check the
condition of the undercarriage bolts and the leaf springs on the tail wheel of the Pawnee
(don’t forget to undertake the rest of the DI thoroughly).
Don’t taxi or run the engines on the Robin or Pawnee with the doors open. It puts significant
strain on them and results in avoidable damage to the perspex.
Familiarise yourself with the Noise Abatement Zones, local airspace and airfield procedures.
We have built a good reputation with the local residents and are not seen as the ‘bad boys’ –
let’s not lose that reputation. Plan your towing pattern to optimise getting the glider into good
lift whilst not compromising any of the above.
Taxiing – no more than brisk walking pace and when moving in and around the launch area
getting no closer than a glider’s wing span from any person, object, glider – ideally more. The
launch rate will be most efficient by members on the ground retrieving the rope/hooking on,
not by trying to position the rope as close to the glider as possible.
Ensure the blue serviceability folder in each tug is completed each day before flight and if for
any reason a tug is found to be unserviceable, complete a red snag card and leave it in the
pigeon hole in the office and let one of the duty staff know. Don’t forget, each of the books
has a reminder of the descent technique relevant for the tug.

As always, fly safely and enjoy the season.
Bob and Doug

Winter Lecture Series 2016
The new year will start with the usual programme of briefings, open to all,
including course members, but particularly useful for those working towards
Bronze. All the sessions start at 10am unless otherwise advertised
Navigation – Steve Williams – 2nd January
Meteorology – Jane Moore – 9th January
Cross country meteorology – Jim White – 16th January
Principles of flight – Symeon Economou – 23rd January
Mountain soaring – Geoff Tabbner – 30th January
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Flight planning and performance – Bob Smith – 20th February
Cross country tactics – Tim Scott – date TBA
Flying Concorde – Dave Byass – date TBA

Further topics and dates will be announced in the coming weeks.

courses
Spaces are still available on the remaining dates of the series of aerobatics courses run by
Graham Saw and Alun Jenkins. Suitable for any level, these sessions will do wonders for
your handling skills, confidence and understanding of the flight envelope. The dates are: 9th
January, 6th February, 5th March. Sign up now on the notice in the clubhouse and practise for
the Easter Egg Cup, our local aerobatics comp, to be held on 9th and 10th April, open to all
including pre-solo (safety pilot available). There will be National Team entrants and the
possibility of Swift and Fox displays.

The Booker Regionals 2016 – 2nd to 10th July
The entry list is open, the online entry form is at
http://www.bookergliding.co.uk/activities/bookerregionalsentryform.html

Winter Season Ticket version 2 – saving over
£60 on club rates
For only £340 you will have access to the entire club fleet and will benefit from:
-

10 tows to 2000ft (additional
height at £1.20 per 100ft)
Free soaring
Valid to 19th March 2016

To take advantage of this offer you must
be solo, although credits can be used for
check flights. Payment is by cash or
card, not charged to your flying account,
credits are not transferable and any
credit not used by the end of winter (19th
March) is forfeited.
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Wanted – Social Organiser and Assistant
Would you be able to help the club as Social Organiser or Assistant? For the 2016 season
we are looking to do more social events. We all enjoy them when we are there but they need
someone to help make them happen. The role of the Social Organiser, supported by the
Assistant, will be to set dates, organise the programme, get in suppliers and manage the
budget. And also to co-ordinate activities with social events already planned, for example, at
the Regionals in July where several events for evening entertainment are already planned
and for The Booker Summer Ball.
If you think you could take on the Organiser or Assistant role please let Richard know and
help to make membership of Booker a lot more fun.

Ladder Corner
Well, I guess it’s probably the end of the season now unless
we get some more inspirational ridge days, and I will now
update the copies of the ladder results on the notice board
in the club house.
Here is the open ladder and congratulations to Denis
Campbell who heads it for the second year running.
Only the top 6 flights for each pilot count when calculating
points on the ladder.

BGA NATIONAL LADDER 2015
Open Ladder - Booker GC
Logger/Validated Flights only
www.bgaladder.co.uk Printed 02 December 2015
Pilot
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Denis Campbell
Jim White
Nils Wedi
Geoffrey Lyons
Robert Smith
John Otty
Alan Johnstone
Stephen Williams
Jane Moore
Mike Gatfield
Jim Pengelly
William Parker
Jeremy Gilbey
Robert Turner
George Hunter
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

2987
2464
2462
1918
2398
2223
2005
1431
1764
1626
936
936
704
545
314

2596
2157
2146
1883
2210
1805
1782
929
681
243
924
771
577
0
0

2517
1900
1839
1636
2047
1755
1669
746
619
0
0
0
0
0
0

2490
1742
1572
1517
1678
1347
1478
687
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2417
1365
1528
1392
1002
1245
994
516
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2137
1345
1358
1154
0
947
871
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

15144
10973
10905
9500
9335
9322
8799
4309
3064
1869
1860
1707
1281
545
314
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The distance ladder is reproduced below.

Distance Ladder - Booker GC
www.bgaladder.co.uk

Printed 02 December 2015

Actual Distances
Pilot
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Denis Campbell
Geoffrey Lyons
Jim White
John Otty
Nils Wedi
Jake Brattle
Alan Johnstone
Robert Smith
Stephen Williams
Jane Moore
Mike Gatfield
Jim Pengelly
William Parker
Jeremy Gilbey
Robert Turner
George Hunter
TOTAL

Total km

Flights

Avg km

3345.6
2909.8
2749.5
2285.3
2172.9
2107.6
1669.0
1379.6
885.8
519.1
349.1
335.1
324.6
274.8
93.9
53.3

10
16
13
10
10
8
7
5
5
3
2
2
2
2
1
1

334.6
181.9
211.5
228.5
217.3
263.4
238.4
275.9
177.2
173.0
174.5
167.6
162.3
137.4
93.9
53.3

21455.0

97

221.2

To date (2nd Dec 2015), based on the ladder figures, a recorded 1,193,560.4 km were flown
over 4832 flights with an average distance of 247 kms.
In 2014 a total of 1,182,467.2 kms were flown in the UK over 4896 flights with an average
distance of 241.5 kms.
At Booker this year we flew (as you can see from above): 21,455 kms over 87 flights with an
average distance of 212.2 kms.
In 2014: 21,224.8 kms over 97 flights with an average of 218.8 kms
In 2013: 29,911.8 kms over 143 flights with an average distance of 209.2 kms
I know that a lot of flights were done that have not been put on the ladder and some from
Klippeneck are on the OLC ladder. Pilots also have not always put competition flights on the
ladder. Several very active Booker pilots also do not record any of their flights. The handicap
system we have been using may also distort the representation of some of the distances
flown.
This means that the figures presented here are not a true representation of the cross country
activities of Booker pilots but is the best guide from information available.
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For me availability and weather have not coincided well but I remain optimistic for next year.
Best wishes to all
Jeremy Gilbey

The importance of lookout
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Club Communications
We use Yahoo email groups, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way
to communicate with the membership. Details are below.
Booker GC Forum – Open to all members to participate. The Forum provides the opportunity to share ideas
about the Club. Send an email to: bookergc-forum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC Expeditions – Open to all members to participate. Send an email to:
bookergc-Expeditions-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and include your name and membership
number when applying.
Booker GC X-C – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country or who aspire to develop their crosscountry skills. Send an email to: bookergc_xc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC Instructors – This is for Booker instructors only to email each other easily. Mainly used for
swapping duty days. Send an email to: BookerGC_Instructors-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and
include your name and membership number when applying.
The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club
documents. The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as
committee minutes need a user i/d and password. To obtain these, go to the members’ page and click on the
‘email Administrator’ link. Don’t forget to include your name and membership number.

For the latest news about what’s happening check out
http://bookergc.blogspot.com/ and https://www.facebook.com/bookerglidingclub
*** All view expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributor and do not necessarily represent the
view of the Club or committee ***
Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you’d like to submit an article for a future edition please send it
to John Hubberstey at johnhubberstey@hotmail.com.
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